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make sense of his life. In fact, when Winston thought about it, he 

realized there were a lot of other e-mails from his life that fit into this 

odd category-stuff you don't want to look at but don't want to lose , 
either. So he took. all these emotionally difficult messages and ar

chived them in Gmail using an evocative label: "Forget." Out of 

sight, out of mind, but retrievable. 

It's a beautiful metaphor for the odd paradoxes and trade-offs 

we'll live with in a world of infinite memory. Our ancestors learned 

how to remember; we'll learn how to forget. 
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Public Thinking_ 

In 2003, Kenyan-born Ory Okolloh was a young law stud~nt who 

was studying in the United States but still obsessed with Kenyan 

politics. There was plenty to obsess over. Kenya was a cesspool of 

government corruption, ranking near the dismal bottom on the Cor

ruption Perceptions Index. Okolloh spent hours and hours talking to 

her colleagues about it, until eventually one suggested the obvious: 

Why don't you start a blog? 

Outside of essays for class, she'd never written anything for an 

audience. But she was game, so she set up a blog and faced the key

board_ 

"I had zero ideas about what to say," she recalls. 

This turned out to be wrong. Over the next seven years, Okolloh 

revealed a witty, passionate voice, keyed perfectly to online conver

sation. She wrote a .steady stream of posts about the battle against 

Kenyan corruption, linking to reports of bureaucrats spending enor

mous sums on luxury vehicles and analyzing the "Anglo-leasing 

scandal," in which the government paid hundreds of millions for 

services-like producing a new passport system for the country

that were never delivered. When she moved back to Kenya in 2006, 

she began posting snapshots of such things as the bathtub-sized 

muddy potholes on the road to the airport. ("And our economy is 

supposed to be growing how exactly?") Okolloh also wrote about 

daily life, posting pictures of her baby and discussing the joys of liv

ing in Nairobi, including cabdrivers so friendly they'd run errands 
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for her. She gloated nakedly when the Pittsburgh Steelers, her favor

ite football team, won a game. 

After a few years, she'd built a devoted readership, including 

many Kenyans living in and out of the country. In the comments, 

they'd joke about childhood memories like the "packed lunch 

trauma" of low-income kids being sent to school with ghastly left

overs. Then in 2007, the ruling party rigged the national election 

and the country exploded in violence. Okolloh wrote anguished 

posts, incorporating as much hard information as she could get. The 

president imposed a media blackout, so the country's patchy Inter

net service was now a crucial route for news. Her blog quickly be

came a clearinghouse for information on the crisis, as Okolloh 

posted into the evening hours after coming home from work. 

"I became very disciplined," she tells me. "Knowing I had these 

people reading me, I was very self-conscious to build my arguments, 

back up what I wanted to say. It was very interesting; I got this sense 

of obligation." 

Publishers took notice of her work and approached Okolloh to 

write a book about her life. She turned them down. The idea terri

fied her. A \~rhole book? «I have a very introverted real personality," 

she adds.__ 

Then one day a documentary team showed up to interview Okol

loh for a film they were producing about female bloggers. They'd 

printed up all her blog posts on paper. When they handed her the 

stack of posts, it was the size of two telephone books. 

"It was huge! Hurhongous!" She laughs. "And I was like, oh my. 

That was the first time I had a sense of the volume of it." Okolloh 

didn't want to write a book, but in a sense, she already had. 

The Internet has produced a foaming Niagara of writing. Consider 

these current rough estimates: Each day, we compose 154 billion 

,, 
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e-mails, more than 500 million tweets on Twitter, and over 1 mil

lion blog posts and 1.3 million blog comments on WordPress alone. 

On Facebook, we write about 16 billion words per day. That's just 

in the United States: in China, it's 100 million updates each day on 

Sina Weibo, the country's most popular microblogging tool, and 

millions more on social networks in other languages worldwide, 

including Russia's VK. Text messages are terse, but globally they're 

our most frequent piece of writing: 12 billion per day. 

How much writing is that, precisely? Well, doing an extraordi

narily crude back-of~the-napkin calculation, and sticking only toe

mail and utterances in social media, I calculate that we're composing 

at least 3.6 trillion words daily, or the equivalent of 36 million books 

every day. The entire U.S. Library of Congress, by comparison, 

holds around abont 35 million books. 

I'm not including dozens of other genres of online composition, 

each of which comprises entire subgalaxies of writing, because I've 

never been able to find a good estimate of their size. But the numbers 

are equally massive. There's the world of fan fiction, the subculture 

in which fans write stories based on their favorite TV shows, novels, 

manga comics, or just about anything with a good story world and 

cast of characters. When I recently visited Fanfiction.net, a large 

repository of such writing, I calculated-again, using some equally 

crude napkin estimates-that there were about 325 million words' 

worth of stories written about the popular young-adult novel The 

Hunger Games, with each story averaging around fourteen thou

sand words. That's just for one book: there are thousands of other 

forums crammed full of writing, ranging from twenty-six thousand 

Star Wars stories to more than seventeen hundred pieces riffing off 

Shakespeare's works. And on top of fan fiction, there are also all 

the discussion boards, talmudically winding comment threads on 

biogs and newspapers, sprawling wikis, meticulously reported recaps 

of TV shows, or blow-by-blow walk-through dissections of video 
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games; some of the ones I've used weigh in at around forty thousand 

words. I would hazard we're into the trillions now. 

Is any of this writing good? Well, that depends on your stan

dards, of course. I personally enjoyed Okolloh's blog and am regu

larly astonished by the quality and length of expression I find online, 

the majority of which is done by amateurs in their spare time. But 

certainly, measured against the prose of an Austen, Orwell, or Tol

stoy, the majority of online publishing pales. This isn't surprising. 

The science fiction writer Theodore Sturgeon famously said some

thing like, "Ninety percent of everything is crap," a formulation 

that geeks now refer to as Sturgeon's Law. Anyone who's spent time 

slogging through the swamp of books, journalism, TV, and movies 

knows that Sturgeon's Law holds pretty well even for edited and 

curated culture. So a global eruption of unedited, everyday self

expression is probably even more likely to produce this 90-10 split

an ocean of dreck, dotted sporadically by islands of genius. Nor is 

the volume of production uniform. Surveys of commenting and 

posting generally find that a minority of people ~re doing most of 

the creation we see online. They're ferociously overproductive, while 

the rest of the online crowd is quieter. Still, even given those para

meters and limitations, the sheer profusion of thoughtful material 

that is produced every day online is enormous. 

And wh"'at makes this explosion truly remarkable is what came 

before: comp;.ratively little. For many people, almost nothing. 

Before the Internet came along, most people rarely wrote any

thing at all for pleasure or intellectual satisfaction after graduating 

.. from high school or college. This is something that's particularly 

hard to grasp for professionals whose jobs require incessant writing, 

like academics, journalists, lawyers, or marketers. For them, the act 

of writing and hashing out your ideas seems commonplace. But un

til the late 1990s, this simply wasn't true of the average nonliterary 

person. The one exception was the white-collar workplace, where 

i. __ 
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jobs in the twentieth century increasingly required more memo and 

report writing. But personal expression outside the workplace-in 

the curious genres and epic volume we now see routinely online

was exceedingly rare. For the average person there were few vehicles 

for publication. 

What about the glorious age of letter writing? The reality doesn't 

match our fond nostalgia for it. Research suggests that even in the 

United Kingdom's peak letter-writing years-the late nineteenth 

century, before the telephone became common-the average citizen 

received barely one letter every two weeks, and that's even if we 

generously include a lot of distinctly unliterary business missives of 

the "hey, you owe us money" type. (Even the ultraliterate elites 

weren't pouring out epistles. They received on average two letters 

per week.) In the United States, the writing of letters greatly ex

panded after 1845, when the postal service began slashing its rates 

on personal letters and an increasingly mobile population needed to 

communicate across distances. Cheap mail was a powerful new 

1node of expression-though as with online writing, it was unevenly 

distributed, with probably only a minority of the public taking part 

fully, including some city dwellers who'd write and receive mail ev

ery day. But taken in aggregate, the amount of writing was remark

ably small by today's standards. As the historian David Henkin 

notes in The Postal Age, the per capita volume of letters in the 

United States in 1860 was only 5.15 per year. "That was a huge 

change at the time-it was important," Henkin tells me. "But today 

it's the exceptional person who doesn't write five messages a day. I 

think a hundred years from now scholars will be swimming in a 

bewildering excess of life writing." 

As an example of the pre-Internet age, consider my mother. She's 

seventy-seven years old and extremely well read-she received a ter

rific education in the Canadian high school system and voraciously 

reads novels and magazines. But she doesn't use the Internet to 
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express herself; she doesn't write e-mail, comment on discussion 

threads or Facebook, post status updates, or answer questions on

line. So I asked her how often in the last year she'd written some

thing of at least a paragraph in length. She laughed. "Oh, never!" 

she said. "I sign my name on checks or make lists-that's about it." 

Well, how about in the last ten years? Nothing to speak of, she re

called. I got desperate: How about twenty or thirty years back? 

Surely you wrote letters to family members? Sure, she said. But only 

about "three or four a year." In her job at a rehabilitation hospital, 

she jotted down the occasional short note about a patient. You could 

probably take all the prose she's generated since she left high school 

in 1952 and fit it in a single file folder. 

Literacy in North America has historically been focused on read

ing, not writing; consumption, not production. Deborah Brandt, a 

scholar who researched American literacy in the 1980s and '90s, 

has pointed out a curious aspect of parenting: while many parents 

worke<l hard to ensure their children were regular readers, they 

rarely pushed them to become regular writers. You can understand 

the parents' point of view. In the industrial age, if you happened to 

write something, you were extremely unlikely to publish it. Read

ing, on~.the other hand, was a daily act crucial for navigating the 

world. Reading is also understood to have a moral dimension; it's 

supposed to make you a better person. In contrast, Brandt notes, 

writing was something you did mostly for work, serving an indus

trial purpose and not personal passions. Certainly, the people 

Brandt studied often enjoyed their work writing and took pride in 

doing it well. But without the impetus of the job, they wouldn't be 

doing it at all. Outside of the office, there were fewer reasons or oc

casions to do so. 

The advent of digital communications, Brandt argues, has up

ended that notion. We are now a global culture of avid writers. 

Some of this boom has been at the workplace; the clogged e-mail 
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inboxes of white-collar workers testifies to how much for-profit 

verbiage we crank out. But in our own time, we're also writing a 

stunning amount of material about things we're simply interested 

in-our hobbies, our friends, weird things we've read or seen on

line, sports, current events, last night's episode of our favorite TV 

show. As Brandt notes, reading and writing have become blended: 

"People read in order to generate writing; we read from the posture 

of the writer; we write to other people who write." Or as Francesca 

Coppa, a professor who studies the enormous fan fiction commu

nity, explains to me, "It's like the Bloomsbury Group in the early 

twentieth century, where everybody is a writer and everybody is an 

audience. They were all writers who were reading each other's stuff, 

and then writing about that, too." 

We know that reading changes the way we think. Among other 

things, it helps us formulate thoughts that are more abstract, cate

gorical, and logical. 

So how is all this writing changing our cognitive behavior? 

For one, it can help clarify our thinking. 

Professional writers have long described the way that the act of 

writing forces them to distill their vague notions into clear ideas. By 

putting half-formed thoughts on the page, we externalize them and 

are able to evaluate them much more objectively. This is why writ

ers often find that it's only when they start writing that they figure 

out what they want to say. 

Poets famously report this sensation. "I do not sit down at my 

desk to put into verse something that is already clear in my mind," 

Cecil Day-Lewis wrote of his poetic compositions. "If it were clear 

in my mind, I should have no incentive or need to write about it .... 

We do not write in order to be understood; we "\Vrite in order to 

understand." William Butler Yeats originally intended "Leda and 
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the Swan" to be an explicitly political poem about the impact of 

Hobbesian individualism; in fact, it was commissioned by the editor 

of a political magazine. But as Yeats played around on the page, he 

became obsessed with the existential dimensions of the Greek myth 

of Leda-and the poem transformed into a spellbinding meditation 

on the terrifying feeling of being swept along in forces beyond your 

control. "As I wrote," Yeats later recalled, "bird and lady took such 

possession of the scene that all politics went out of it." This phe

nomenon isn't limited to poetry. Even the workplace that Brandt 

studied-including all those memos cranked out at white-collar 

jobs-help clarify one's thinking, as many of Brandt's subjects told 

her. "It crystallizes you," one said. "It crystallizes your thought." 

The explosion of online writing has a second aspect that is even 

more important than the first, though: it's almost always done 

for an audience. When you write something online-whether it's 

a one-sentence status update, a comment on someone's photo, or a 

thousand-word post-you're doing it with the expectation that 

someone might read it, even if you're doing it anonymously. 

Audiences clarify the mind even more. Bloggers frequently tell me 

that they'll get an idea for a blog post and sit down at the keyboard 

in a state of excitement, ready to pour their words forth. But pretty 
•. 

soon they~ think about the fact that someone's going to read this as 

soon as it's posted. And suddenly all the weak points in their argu

ment, their cliches and lazy, autofill thinking, become painfully ob

vious. Gabriel Weinberg, the founder of DuckDuckGo-an upstart 

search engine devoted to protecting its users' privacy-writes about 

search-engine politics, and he once described the process neatly: 

Blogging forces you to write down your arguments and 

assumptions. This is the single biggest reason to do it, 

and I think it alone makes it worth it. You have a lot of 

opinions. I'm sure some of them you hold strongly. Pick 
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one and write it up in a post-I'm sure your opinion will 

change some'-vhat, or at least become more nuanced. 

When you move from your head to "paper," a lot of the 

hand-waveyness goes away and you are left to really de

fend your position to yourself. 

"Hand waving" is a lovely bit of geek coinage. It stands for the 

moment when you try to show off to someone else a cool new gad

get or piece of software you created, which suddenly won't work. 

Maybe you weren't careful enough in your wiring; maybe you didn't 

calibrate some sensor correctly. Either way, your invention sits there 

broken and useless, and the audience stands there staring. In a 

panic, you try to describe how the gadget works, and you start wav

ing your hands to illustrate it: hand waving. But nobody's ever con

vinced. Hand waving means you've failed. At MIT's Media Lab, the 

students are required to show off their new projects on Demo Day, 

with an audience of interested spectators and corporate sponsors. 

For years the unofficial credo was "demo or die": if your project 

didn't work as intended, you died (much as stand-up comedians 

°"die" on stage when their act bombs). I've attended a few of these 

events and watched as some poor student's telepresence robot 

freezes up and crashes ... and the student's desperate, white-faced 

hand waving begins. 

When you walk around meditating on an idea quietly to your

self, you do a lot of hand '\Vaving. It's easy to win an argument in

side your head. But when you face a real audience, as Weinberg 

points out, the hand waving has to end. One evening last spring he 

rented the movie Moneyball, watching it with his wife after his two 

toddlers were in bed. He's a programmer, so the movie-about how 

a renegade baseball coach picked powerful players by carefully ana

lyzing their statistics-inspired five or six ideas he wanted to blog 

about the next day. But as usual, those ideas were rather fuzzy, and 
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it wasn't until he sat down at the keyboard that he realized he wasn't 

quite sure what he was trying to say. He was hand waving. 

"Even if I was publishing it to no one, it's just the threat of an 

audience," Weinberg tells me. "If someone could come across it 

under my name, I have to take it more seriously." Crucially, he 

didn't want to bore anyone. Indeed, one of the unspoken cardinal 

rules of online expression is be more interesting-the sort of social 

pressure toward wit and engagement that propelled coffeehouse 

conversations in Europe in the nineteenth century. As he pecked 

away at the keyboard, trying out different ideas, Weinberg slowly 

realized what interested him most about the movie. It wasn't any 

particularly clever bit of math the baseball coach had performed. 

No, it was how the coach's focus on numbers had created a new 

way to excel at baseball. The baseball coach's behavior reminded 

him of how sn1all entrepreneurs succeed: they figure out something 

that huge, intergalactic companies simply can't spot, because they're 

stuck in their old mind-set. Weinberg's process of crafting his 

idea-and trying to make it clever for his readers-had uncovered 

its true dimensions. Reenergized, he dashed off the blog entry in a 

half hour. 

Socia) scientists call this the "audience effect" -the shift in our 

performaqce when we know people are watching. It isn't always 

positive. In live, face-to-face situations, like sports or live music, the 

audience effect often makes runners or musicians perform better, 

but it can sometimes- psych them out and make them choke, too. 

Even among writefs I know, there's a heated divide over whether 

thinking about your audience is fatal to creativity. (Some of this 

comes down to temperament and genre, obviously: Oscar Wilde 

was a brilliant writer and thinker who spent his life swanning about 

in society, drawing the energy and making the observations that 

made his plays and essays crackle with life; Emily Dickinson was a 
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brilliant writer and thinker who spent her life sitting at home alone, 

quivering neurasthenically.) 
But studies have found that particularly when it comes to ana

lytic or critical thought, the effort of communicating to someone 

else forces you to think more precisely, make deeper connections, 

and learn more. 
You can see this audience effect even in small children. In one of 

my favorite experiments, a group of Vanderbilt University profes

sors in 2008 published a study in which several dozen four- and 

five-year-olds were shown patterns of colored bugs and asked to 

predict which would be next in the sequence. In one group, the chil

dren simply solved the puzzles quietly by themselves. In a second 

group, they were asked to explain into a tape recorder how they 

were solving each puzzle, a recording they could keep for them

selves. And in the third group, the kids had an audience: they had to 

explain their reasoning to their mothers, who sat near them, listen

ing but not offering any help- Then each group was given patterns 

that were more complicated and harder to predict. 

The results? The children who solved the puzzles silently did 

worst of all. The ones who talked into a tape recorder did better

the mere act of articulating their thinking process aloud helped 

them think more critically and identify the patterns more clearly. 

But the ones who were talking to a meaningful audience-Mom

did best of all. When presented with the more complicated puzzles, 

on average they solved more than the kids who'd talked to them

selves and about twice as many as the ones who~d worked silently. 

Researchers have found similar effects with older students and 

adults. When asked to write for a real audience of students in an

other country, students write essays that are substantially longer 

and have better organization and content than when they're writing 

for their teacher. When asked to contribute to a wiki-a space that's 
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highly public and where the audience can respond by deleting or 

changing your words-college students snap to attention, writing 

more formally and including more sources to back up their work. 

Brenna Clarke Gray, a professor at Douglas College in British Co

lumbia, assigned her English students to create Wikipedia entries on 

Canadian writers, to see if it would get them to take the assignment 

more seriously. She was stunned how well it worked. "Often they're 

handing in these short essays without any citations, but with Wiki

pedia they suddenly were staying up to two a.m. honing and rewrit

ing the entries and carefully sourcing everything," she tells me. The 

reason, the students explained to her, was that their audience-the 

Wikipedia community-was quite gimlet eyed and critical. They 

were harder "graders" than Gray herself. When the students first 

tried inputting badly sourced articles, the Wikipedians simply de

leted them. So the students were forced to go back, work harder, 

find better evidence, and write more persuasively. "It was like night 

and day," Gray adds. 

Sir Francis Bacon figured this out four centuries ago, quipping 

that "reading maketh a full man, conference a ready man, and writ

ing an exact man." 

Interestingly, the audience effect doesn't necessarily require a big 

audience trr kick in. This is particularly true online. Weinberg, the 

DuckDuckGo blogger, has about two thousand people a day look

ing at his blog posts; a particularly lively response thread might only 

be a dozen comments "long. It's not a massive crowd, but from his 

perspective it's tran~formative. In fact, many people have told me 

they feel the audience effect kick in with even a tiny handful of view

ers. I'd argue that the cognitive shift in going from an audience of 

zero (talking to yourself) to an audience of ten people (a few friends 

or random strangers checking out your online post) is so big that it's 

actually huger than going from ten people to a million people. 

This is something that the traditional thinkers of the industrial 
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age-particularly print and broadcast journalists-have trouble 

grasping. For them, an audience doesn't mean anything unless it's 

massive. If you're writing specifically to make money, you need a 

large audience. An audience of ten is meaningless. Economically, it 

means you've failed. This is part of the thinking that causes tradi

tional media executives to scoff at the spectacle of the "guy sitting in 

his living room in his pajamas writing what he thinks." But for the 

rest of the people in the world, who never did much nonwork writ

ing in the first place-and who almost never did it for an audience

even a handful of readers can have a vertiginous, catalytic impact. 

Writing about things has other salutary cognitive effects. For one, 

it improves your memory: write about something and you'll remem

ber it better, in what's known as the «generation effect." Early evi

dence came in 1978, when two psychologists tested people to see 

how well they remembered words that they'd written down com

pared to words they'd merely read. Writing won out. The people 

who wrote words remembered them better than those who'd only 

read them-probably because generating text yourself "requires 

more cognitive effort than does reading, and effort increases memo

rability," as the researchers wrote. College students have harnessed 

this effect for decades as a study technique: if you force yourself to 

jot down what you know, you're better able to retain the material. 

This sudden emergence of audiences is significant enough in 

Western countries, where liberal democracies guarantee the right to 

free speech. But in countries where there's less of a tradition of free 

speech, the emergence of networked audiences may have an even 

more head-snapping effect. When I first visited China to meet some 

of the country's young bloggers, I'd naively expected that most of 

them would talk about the giddy potential of arguing about human 

rights and free speech online. I'd figured that for people living in an 

authoritarian country, the first order of business, once you had a 

public microphone, would be to agitate for democracy. 
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But many of them told me it was startling enough just to sud

defily be writing, in public, about the minutiae of their everyday 

lives-arguing with friends (and interested strangers) about stuff 

like whether the movie Titanic was too sappy, whether the fashion 

in the Super Girl competitions was too racy, or how they were going 

to find jobs. "To be able to speak about what's going on, what we're 

watching on TV, what books we're reading, what we feel about 

things, that is a remarkable feeling," said a young woman who had 

become Internet famous for writing about her sex life. "It is com

pletely different from what our parents experienced." These young 

people believed in political reform, too. But they suspected that the 

creation of small, everyday audiences among the emerging middle

class online community, for all the seeming triviality of its conversa

tion, was a key part of the reform process. 

Once thinking is public, connections take over. Anyone who's 

googled their favorite hobby, food, or political subject has immedi

ately discovered that there's some teeming site devoted to servicing 

the infinitesimal fraction of the public that shares their otherwise 

wildly obsc_ure obsession. (Mine: building guitar pedals, modular 

origami, and. the 1970s anime show Battle of the Planets). Pro

pelled by the hyperlink-the ability of anyone to link to anyone 

else-the Internet is a connection-making machine. 

And making connections is a big deal in the history of thought

and its future. That's because of a curious fact: If you look at the 

world's biggest breakthrough ideas, they often occur simultaneously 

to different people. 

This is known as the theory of multiples, and it was famously 

documented in 1922 by the sociologists William Ogburn and Doro

thy Thomas. When they surveyed the history of major modern in-
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ventions and scientific discoveries, they found that almost all the 

big ones had been hit upon by different people, usually within a 

few years of each other and sometimes within a few weeks. They 

cataloged 148 examples: Oxygen was discovered in 1774 by Joseph 

Priestley in London and Carl Wilhelm Scheele in Sweden (and Scheele 

had hit on the idea several years earlier). In 1610 and 1611, four dif

ferent astronomers-including Galileo-independently discovered 

sunspots. John Napier and Henry Briggs developed logarithms in 

Britain while Joost Biirgi did it independently in Switzerland. The 

law of the conservation of energy was laid claim to by four separate 

people in 1847. And radio was invented at the same time around 

1900 by Guglielmo Marconi and Nikola Tesla. 

Why would the same ideas occur to different people at the same 

time? Ogburn and Thomas argued that it was because our ideas are, 

in a crucial way, partly products of our environment. They're "in

evitable." When they're ready to emerge, they do. This is because 

we, the folks coming up with the ideas, do not work in a sealed-off, 

Rodin's Thinker fashion. The things we think about are deeply in

fluenced by the state of the art around us: the conversations taking 

place among educated folk, the shared information, tools, and tech

nologies at hand. If four astronomers discovered sunspots at the 

same time, it's partly because the quality of lenses in telescopes in 

1611 had matured to the point where it was finally possible to pick 

out small details on the sun and partly because the question of the 

sun's role in the universe had become newly interesting in the wake 

of Copernicus's heliocentric theory. If radio was developed at the 

same time by two people, that's because the basic principles that 

underpin the technology were also becoming known to disparate 

thinkers. Inventors knew that electricity moved through wires, that 

electrical currents caused fields, and that these seemed to be able 

to jump distances through the air. With that base of knowledge, 
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